Ultralow-Threshold and Color-Tunable Continuous-Wave Lasing at Room-Temperature from In Situ Fabricated Perovskite Quantum Dots.
Room-temperature-operated continuous-wave lasers have been intensively pursed in the field of on-chip photonics. The realization of a continuous-wave laser strongly relies on the development of gain materials. To date, there is still a huge gap between the current gain materials and commercial requirements. In this work, we demonstrate continuous-wave lasers at room temperature using rationally designed in situ fabricated perovskite quantum dots in polyacrylonitrile films on a distributed feedback cavity. The achieved threshold values are 15, 24, and 58 W/cm2 for green, red, and blue lasers, respectively, which are one order lower than the reported values for the conventional CdSe quantum dot-based continuous-wave laser. Except for the high photoluminescence quantum yields, smooth surface, and high thermal conductivity of the resulting films, the key success of an ultralow laser threshold can be explained by the interaction of polyacrylonitrile and perovskite induced "charge spatial separation" effects. This progress opens up a door to achieve on-chip continuous-wave lasers for photonic applications.